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rJ:1HE RELATIVE POSITION OF 
THE ARCHITECT, ENGINEER 
AND BUILDER IN MODERN 
WORKS. 

, 
By NORMAN SELFE, M.LC.E., M.I.M.E. 

IF we were met together this evening to disc~8s the relative 
position of the Archii;ect, Engineer, and Builder, in ancient 
times, it would to many no doubt be a much more interesting 
subject than the one that has been chosen, for it would open up 
an infinitude of matters on which most diverse opinions are 
held, and afford scope for learned disquisitions from students 
both old and young. At the same time, however, we should 
miss many matters that are. perhaps of more immediate 
importance in our practical work. It is, therefore, not pro
po.sed in this short paper to touch upon the relative proportions 
which the technical and resthetio elements in the Pyramids 
bear to one another; to enquire how far the Vaults of the 
Middle Ages are engineering constructions, and how much they 
are indebted to Architecture for their wonderful qualities and 
effects; or even to discuss whether Michael Angelo. Brunel~ 

leschi, and Christopher Wren were ' more architects than 
engineers, or more engineers thau architects. 

It is coming perhaps somewhat from the broad, sublime, 
and poetica l; to the merely prosaic, and narrow, to descend 
from such iDteresting subjects to a consideration of questions 
connected with the cODst ruction of our Sydney buildings in this 
last decade of the nineteenth century. but it has been repre-
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sented to the author that it is desirable for several reasons that . 
there should be an exchange of views between architects, 
engineers, and builders, on various matters on which they are 
r espectively interested in the carrying out of such works. As 
one who was among the original founders of this Engineering 
Association, many years ago, and one who has the interest of 
both professions at heart, he has consented to lay a few facts 
before, and submit a few questions to, the . representative 
members and visitors here assembled; hoping that by free 
discussion an opportunity may be opened out, not only for 
possible better und,erstanding among ourselves, bllt for 
advantages to the community at large. 

[t surely must be beUer for all concerned, and much more 
dignified, that prominent members of the learned professions 
should discuss 'matters affecting their . interests at meetings 
such as this, r ather than by writing to the daily press, setting 
forth 'their differences of opinion, which generally does more 
harm than good, and affords an opportunity for outside 
traducers to calumniate professional men generally, by making 
base charges, such as we have recently witnessed. 

There being no hard and fas t line of separation between 
Architecture and Engineering it is no doubt natural that there 
should occasionally be a slight overlapping of our respective 
callings. We know, for instance, that many people say they 
prefer to do without an architect, and to employ a builder who 
is also an architect ; t here are persons who act in both 
capacities it is understood. We also know that some ,persons 
prefer to be their .own architects, and others directly they 
become possessed of a . piece of machinery imagine they are 
engineers. And we often see these amateur engineers and 
architects h ave to pay pretty dearly for their whistles. 
Builders to be successful surely have quite enough to do to 
make themselves masters of the multifarious lines of business 
that are invol ved in their work, without attempting to b~ 
archItects or engineer!!. Aud as engineers and architects have 
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each to devote their whole lives to the mastership of their 
professions, they ' havo no time to learn to be builders, and as 
it appears to the writer, would place themselves in a false 
position if they did, 

This i,s not tbe place to discuss the singular fact that after 
an engineer or architect has put his heart and head and his 
whole life's experience into the perfecting of a design, and has 
then worried and wrestled with contractors and others to bring 
it to success, through months, perhaps, of toil and anxiety, 
besides having to incur a heavy expenditure on assistance, etc" 
he is paid only the same remuneration (viz., 5, per cent.) that 
another man can earn in five minutes by getting the order for 
the work, or for effecting a sale of it when finished, but it does 
seem a not inappropriate subject , for consideration at such a 
meeting as the present one, 

Coming now to the practical relations of the architect, 
engineer, and builder, Fergusson, in his history of Architecture, 
defines Architecture as " The art of ornamental and ornamented 
constrnction/' and Civil Engineering as "the art of disposing 
the most suitable materia1s in the most economical and scien
tific manner to attain a given utilitarian end," Since Fergusson 
wrote, however, so JIlanj great changes have come over the 
world, and such advances have been made in t he practical 
application of electrical, pneumat ic, hydraulic and other 
sciences, that mechanical engineering (in a manner aforetime 
not even dreamt of) now plays a ' most important part (as well 
as civil engineering) in the economy and construction of modern 
buildings, Without going into such matters as the special 
engineering construction now carried out in some American 
cities, where the architectural and resthetic treatment, if 
whether of granite, freestone, marble, brick or terracotta, is 
applied as a mere veneer to an erection of iron work, and has 
apparently the same relation to the framing of the structure 
as the paper covering of a J apanese house - as it will be tiIp.e 
enough, perhaps, to consider them when the system is introduced 
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here-there is still plenty of scope for discussion on matters 
witb which we are more directly familiar. 

Let us ask, then, first, .how far are the definitions of 
Ferg usson applicable to the conditions now existing when 
applied to the builder, the architect, a.nd the engineer, where 
he says :-" The art of the buildel' consists in merely heaping 
materials together so as to attain the desired end in the 
sF eediest and r eadiest fashion (which of course includes the 
most economical). 'rhe. art of t,he· civil or military engineer 
consists in selecting the best and most appropriate materials for 
the object he has. in view, and using ~hese in the most scientific 
manner, so as to ensure an economical and satisfactory result. 
Where the engineer leaves off, the art of the architect begins. 
His object is to arrange the ;rP-aterials of the engineer, not so 
much with regard to economical as to artistic effects, and by 
ligllt and shade, and outline, to produce a form that in itself 
shall be permanently beautiful. He then adds ornament, which 
by i~s meaning doubles the effect of the disposition he has just 
made, and by its elegance throws a charm over the whole 
composition. This division of labour is essential to SU.0cess. 
and was always practised where art was a reality, a nd no great 
work should be undertaken without· the. union of the two. 
Perfect artistic and perfect meohanical skill can hardly be 
found combined in one person, but it is only by their joint 
assist,ance that a great work of architecture can be · produced. 
A building may be said to be an object of architectural art, in 
the proport ion in which the artistic .0 1' ornamental purposes are 
allowed to prevail over the mechanical; and an object of 
engineering s~lI, where the utilitarian exigencie8 of the design 
are allowed to supercede the arti stic; but it is nowhere possible 
to draw t he line sharply between t he two, nor is it desirable to 
do so. Architecture can never descend too ' low, nor need it 
ever be afraid of ornament ing too mean objects ; while on the 
other hand, good engineering is absolutely indispensable to a 
satisfactory architectural effect ·of any class. The one is the 
prose, the other is the poetry, of the art of building." 
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The interesting paper read by Mr. J. Nangle at our last 
meeting dealt with t.his poetical side of iron and brickwor·k 
const.ruction, but such lo w class and dangerou s ironwork is 
sometimes seen that the anthor is of opinion the prose aspects 
of builders' ironwork should be t aken into consideration by the 
professions as soon as possible. in order that some sort of 
standard should be adopted below which the material and 
workmanship should on no account be allowed to descend. 
This is mentioned, like the matter of commission charges, in 
parenthesis, whatever may be the cau e, whether competition, 

II, 

the absence of skingent and clear specifications, or some other 
influences, it is undoubtedly the case that most wasteful and 
atrocious girder work has beeu made, and in some cases con
demned, in Sydney; but the subject in detail is beyond the 
scope of this particular paper. 

Again, while it is certain that every architect who has 
been properly trained must have at least as much knowledge of 
civil engineering as pertains to ordinary domestic architecture, 
and that there !1re many cases where the thicknesses of walls, 
scantling of girders, joists and other timbers are practically 
settled by custom or building Acts, and also while we know 
t hat some architects do consult engineers in important matters 
of construction, t hemselves having civil engineering attainments 
of r elat ively high character, still i s it also certain that the 
question of strength and economy of material is not always 
studied in larger and more important buildings as it might be. 
Take, for instance, th e simple question of the thickness of 
walls in a lofty structure: if they were calculated out on a basis 
of the actual requirements. would there not be more uniformity 
and similari ty than seem!! to be the case under similar con
ditions? When we see walls run up through storey and storey 
without any diminution, it would appear on the face of it that 
there must be either too much material above or too little 
below. There is no great harm, of course, in a little extra 
material above, but may we not ask ourselves the question-

H 
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Are there any cases where we think there is too little below? 
This leads us to another question, "Should more attention be 
given to structural conditions and the weights and streRses that 
have to be provided for, before the treatment is tak en in hand, 
and should th e architect, if he has not a trained practical 
engineer on his staff, consult or advise with an engineer on the 
special civil engineering portions of any considerable building? 

If Fergusson was right years ago, when he said that 
" Perfect artistic and perfect mechanical skill can hardly be 
combined in one person," the developments in the arts and 
sciences since his time must make its application to building 
construction much more forcible every day. It is very certain 
that no one engineer can be thoroughly acquainted with all 
departmentR even of civil engineering, and if he devotes his 
special attention for any time to engineering , as applied to the 
construction and equipment of buildingR, he will probably soon 
develop into a specialist, and fall behind in other departments 
of his profession. 

The foundation of an architect's training should be those 
great principles of fitness and beauty, which never alter, and 
which are as old and as lasting as the Eternal Hills. When an 
architect has made himself acquainted with all that the great 
masters of antiquity have done, has followed their successors 
through all the ages to the present time, and in such a way as 
to have assimilated that which is best to be learnt from them 
and their works, and having done that, has further so studied 
the requirements of our own days, that he can skilfully meet 
the utilitarian demands of modern bnildings, and out of the 
store of knowledge laid up, and the training he has undergone, 
shed over them a halo of the most appropriate and beautiful 
ornament, it would almost seem as. if he had done enough for 
one man. 

An engineer, on the other h and, while working on scientific 
principles aud laws, which no doubt are unchangeable in them
selves, is confronted by ever-changing problems, which year by 
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year, and almost day by day, result from improvements on old, 
or the evolution of the entirely new processes aud systems, 
which are constantly being introduced. So widespread and so 
manifold are the works now carried out by engineers that 
they are subdivided into an infinitude of branches, and in this 
way engineering differs consider'ably from architecture. One 
man may possibly be skilful in many styles of architecture 
while he excels in one of them, ana at the same time have a 
good practical knowledge of the civil engineering ' of building 
construction, but no man could possibly be a universal 
engineer and have even a smattering of all that comes under 
the head of mechanical engineering. 

On account of the wide use now made of iron and steel in 
building construction; the introduct·ion of lift.s or elevators into 
lofty structures; the application of machinery for heating , 
refrigera tion, and mechanical or forced ventilation; it. bas now 
become the custom, and, in fact, a necessity. if success and 
economy are desired, for an engineer to be associated with the 
architect in all buildings of importance above a very moderate 
st,andard; and in reading accounts of buildings in other 
countries, we now see the name of the engineer as well as tbe 
architect mentioned. Recent particulars of the wonderful 
buildings of The World's Columbian Exhibition at Chicago 
show us that while the most eminent architect.s from the 
great cities of the States have been entrusted with the 
designs of buildings there, they were not r esponsible for the 
engineering construction, which in most cases was designed by 
Mr. Shankland. In the same way and for the same reas'an, 
architects and engineers have been associat ed in Sydney, bot h 
in the civil engineering of the structure and the mechanical 
engineering of its appliances and adjuncts, with, it is believed, 
most happy results and satisfaction to all concerned. 

Tbe public mind, it is certain, does not r ealise that every 
architect is more or less a civil engineer by necessity and train
ing, otherwise his function s would consist of little JUore tban 
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planning and ornamenting a structure. The diagrams of the 
great architectural authority already quoted, show where, in 
his opinion, engineering leaves off and architecture begins. It 
goes without saying, that where the use of machinery is the 
prime motive for t he creation of the building, it should have 
the first consideration, symmetry and ornament following after, 
but in such cases where such a building has been put up with
out previous consultation as t o the requirements of the machines 
and tools, there is generally a necessity to make a series of 
compromises, to incur additional expense, and to be content 
with a less satisfactory result on the whole than might other
wise have been the case 

In other cases of a similar nature the architect and the 
engineer go over the rough plans, and the latter indicates his 
requirements, say a pier here, an arch turned there: guides, 
pits, and. foundations: and by mutual arrangement the leas t 
valuable space is sacrificed, and the best r esults' secured, 
because, by the engineer clearly setting forth bis requirements, 
the architect is able to embody them in his contract wit h the 
builder, and thus when the machinist (who has made his work 
to engineer's corresponding plans) comes on the ground, all goes 
smoothly together, and that heart-breaking cutting and carving 
of buildings that is st? common is avoided. 

Matters do not, of course, a lways work in this way, and 
several ma.tters have recently come uuder notice, which it 
would not be wise to particularise too closely. because it is 
most desirable t hat no personal element should influence free 
discussion, and that principles only should be considered. 
These matters, however, have seemed to warrant a.n expression 
of opinion from those interested, for by such an open discussion 
it is possible that the good feeling towards one another which 
should characterise the members of our respective bodies may 
be maintained and strengthened. As is well known the author 
is an engineer, and has never practised as an architect. Many 
a.rchitects in Sydney never touch eng-ineering works. Some 
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firms consist of both engineers and architects, and may be con
sidered, thereby. perhaps more competent to express a di~

interested opinion on subjects in which the two professions are 
involved. 

The following cases which may, for our purpose, be con
sidered hypothetical, are stated without colour, asking those 
present to discuss them and answer the questions propounrled 
fully, in order that a general concensus of opinion may, if 
possible, be obtained for future guidance. 

1. .A. Sydney mercantile firm was about to accept the 
tender of an equally well known engineering firm, for the 
supply and erection of several thousand pounds worth of 
machinery. in a nearly complet ed building, when the builder 
suddenly notified the principals that he would allow no such 
people on the premises except as sub-contractor to himself. 
Although it was matter of common kno wledge that such 
machinery was r equired, and the architect had made certain 
preparations for it, the builder was able to have his own way, 
as there \vas no provision in the specification for engineering or 
other contractors t o have access in the pr incipal's interest . 

Question.-Should all building contracts or specificlltions 
contain covenants that the proprietors may if they desire let 
any additional contracts for adapting or com pleting their build
ing for its intended purpose, and that the building contractor 
shall give access to such other contractors so long as they do 
not interfere or hinder his work ? (If the builder considers 
that he would be put to expense by this, he could add it to his 
tender, of course). 

2. A firm of builders recently asked to be allowed to 
t ender for many thousands of pounds worth of machinery to be 
erected in the colony, in competition with engineering firms, 
who never tender for building works. 

Shonld such a t ender be received and accepted if the 
lowest ? If so, should iron trade firms be encouraged or even 
allowed to tender for buildings generally ? 
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3. ' The steam machinery for a large building was iet to 
a firm of ironmongers who sub-let to the actual local mallll
facturers . 

I s it desirable as far as possible that the professional man, 
having the design and supervision of work like machinery 
should deal directly with the contracting manufacturers, 
especially where frequent super \"'ision of the work should take 
place during construction ; or , should' he t r ust t he contractor to 
look after the sub-contractors? 

4. Tenders have on several occasions been invited and , 
received for the supply and erection of extensive machinery 
plants, without any detail plans and specifications being snpplied 
to intending contractors, and each coutraator was left free to 
formulate a scheme and submit a tender on his own ideas of 
what was required. 

Is it a consequence, and an actual fact rcsulting from such 
competition, that contractors instead of considering how good; 
aud how appropriate a job they can supply, and tendering 
accordingly, know that such action would put them out of the 
competition, • and t hat they actually consid'ar instead how 
cheaply the work can be doue so as to pass muster: and, there
fore, as a r esult the permanent intcrests of the clients are 
entirely lost sight of ? 

I s it a fact that numbers of such works made on contracts 
or specifications prepared by the contractors themselves and 
without expert supervision, have had to be either reconstructed 
or entirely thrown out; and that new and properly designed 
plant has had to be subRtitut.ed at great additional cost in 
several cases ? If so, is there any remedy to pre vent such being 
r epeated r Again, is it possible to compare a number of 
different tende rs for machiner y or anything else of a complicated 
nature unless there is some basis for comparison? 

5: There have been cases where the builder has included 
in his building contract so many hundred>: 01' thousands of 
ponnds for the maohinery of t he building, and has asked the 
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machinery sub-contra.ctor to include the usual 10 per cent. for 
him in the tender as the mop.ey is going through his (the 
builder's) hands. In such a case the principal or principals of 
course pay 15 per cent. instead of 5 per cent. only, as commis
sion on the actua'! engineering contract, and the builder receives 
twice as much as the architect. 

I s such an arrangement fair to the architect and to the 
engineering contractor, the onl3 of whom received 5 per cent. 
for his professional services, and the other of whom often makes 
nothing at all through the roundabout method of business ? 

Does the clieut al ways understand that he is paying this 
15 per cent. commission? 

6. Contractors who have already executed many large 
plants of machinery have refused to tender for the machinery 
of II. building because they were asked to allow 10 per ccnt. to 
the builder, and the geneml contract provided for the money 
passing through the builder's hands, as above. The~e 

engineering contractors did not see where they could make 10 
per cent. for themselves with all the trouble and . risk of the 
actual work having to pass through tb ese extra hands, and 
they declined to tender at all under tbe circumstances. 

Was sucb firm right or wrong? 
Is it right that contracts for important works running 

into thousands of pounds for what should be specially-designed 
machinery, should be t,reated in the same way as bells, mantle
pieces, etc., etc., of no particular importance, or be left entirely 
to the manufacturer, without a.ny regard to the interests of the 
proprietors of the building? 

7. There are great and wide differences in the margin of 
strength, or factors of safety, perceptible in the construction of 
buildings, both in brick-work, and the columns, ,!-nd the 
girders. 

I s it desirable tbat more or less discretion as to strength 
and factors of safety than is now a llowed to those responsible 
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for the designing of buildings, should be provided for in future 
legislation and Building Acts? 

Is it true that the desig n of girders for buildings. is often 
in direct opposition to first engineering pr inciples : that the 
workmanship is often exceedingly bad: and that the cost 
thereby often excessive for the actual str ength? 

Is it desirable that a new Building Act should provid.e for 
the submission of all plans of stanchions and girders to an 
official, f?r approval, before they can be carried out, in . the 
same way that designs for new steam vessels and boilers are 
examined by the Marine Board officers, and passed before con
struction is authorised? 

Is it desirable, and, if so, for what reasons, that the building 
contractor should be the sole contractol' i n connection with a 
buildiug. And that all g irders , lifts, heating and refrigel'ating 
appliances , electric lighting, ~tc., should be made through him: 
the actual contractors or manufacturers being sub-contractors 
merely, and only approachable by the architect or engineer 
through the builder? 

Is it desirable that the practice oE inviting tenders on 
. skeleton def!criptions. under which the contractor has to Rupply 

the actual plans and specifications, should be encouraged? 

Would it be a good thing, if it were to become the custom 
for persolls desirous of building, to furnish [\ plan of the ground, 
and a skeleton list of their w:i.nts, asking bllilders to tender for 
the building, supplying complete plans a nd ~pecifications of 
what they propose to supply r 

If it is to be the practice for builders to supply tenders 
accompanied by plans and specifications fo r the building, and 
the compl ete mechanical equipment- of banks, stores, insurance 
offices, hotels, etc., where are the architects and engineers to 
come in ? 

In concl us ion , the very short t ime tha.t has elapsed since 
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the writer was r equested to writ,e this paper must be t he 
I1.pology for its many ~efici encies, but he trusts it will be di s
cussed with the same friendly spirit in which i t is wri t t.en. 

DISCU8SION. 

Mr. G. A . MAN SFIEJ.D, in opening t he discuss ion, said he con
sidered that unless an al'chiteet possessed sufficient engineering 
knowledge to enable him to correctly design the ordinary iron
work which might be termed an integral par t of the various 
structures with which he had to deal he was not qualificd for 
his duties. There were many matte'rs connected with the 
design and constr'u qtion of elevators, electric light ing and 
motive plant, &c., for all the numerous r equirements met with 
iu large buildings which were of a purcly engineering character, 
and in such cases it beeame the architect's duty , in justice to 
himself and his client, to import into his work that special 
kno wledge wbich alone could deal satisfactorily with these 
qucstions. He (the speaker) had had to do t his on several 
occasions, and so far there had been no clashing of interest s 
or conHict of opinions. It had been his good for tune to meet 
with gentlemen with whom he could act in accord and with 
very satisfactory results. With regat'd to the aut hor's first 
question he (the speaker) could scarcely imagine a case in 
which an architcct would d,'aw up his speci fication and 
conditions so loosely for an impot'tant con t ,'act &s to place him
self at the mercy of the builder. If such a trouble ever ca.me 
to his (the speaker's) lot ·he would be very unwilling to allow 
a contractor to assume such a position without contesting the 
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